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1. Mr. Christian H. Kramer – Chief Judge 

Rosrath, Germany 
     
Christian H. Kramer is a Charter member and director of Communications of the 
International Chief Judge Advisory Group which focusses on Originality and 
Authenticity. He has been a lifelong car enthusiast and has worked in the industry 
for over 20 years as a classic car historian, value appraiser, F.I.V.A. Scrutineer & 
collection advisor. He owns a small car collection and is a frequent participant in 
notable Concours d’elegance as well as historic Rallies’. 
Born in 1964, raised and educated in Cologne, Germany. Christian H. Kramer 
became a member of the German Air Force in 1985 and served for several years as a 
flight crew member.  After his time in the Air Force, he studied economics in 
Cologne and grew his IT consulting company that he had founded when in the Air 
Force.  As cars always played an important role in his life, he soon became involved 
in car sales and after a few years started to consult with collectors. Since the late 90s 
he represented three individuals with extensive automobile collections in the USA 
and Europe and located cars for them all over the world. For about the last ten years 
he has concentrated on the scrutinizing and appraising of classic cars as well as 
advising collectors in their search to improve their collections. He is presently 
serving as a judge at several Concours d’Elegance around the world.  Additionally, 
he is an accredited FIVA Scrutineer and works directly with four different national 
Authorities (ANF) in Germany, the UK, USA, and Switzerland. He appraises large 
collections throughout Europe for insurance purposes. 
 
 

2. Dott. Adolfo Orsi  
Italy 
 
Adolfo Orsi graduated in law, in 1986 and started to dedicate his full time to the 
classic car world. From 1988, he organized auctions in Italy in association with 
Finarte. In 1990, he established the company, Historica Selecta which advises 
Museums, manufacturers, and collectors in the field and publishes the Classic Car 
Auction Yearbook, the reference publication in the field.   
His family owned the Maserati Company from 1937 until 1968. His family opened 
the first manufacturer museum in the Motor Valley area, in 1965. When he was 
studying at the university in the free time, he restored two important racing 
Maseratis for collectors. 
He started to drive a Fiat 500 in a closed area when he was 12. In the early Seventies, 
he also raced rallies’, one of them being the 1972 Montecarlo Rally. A historian, 
lecturer, exhibition organizer, museum advisor, Concours judge, auction specialist 
and restoration expert, Adolfo Orsi has judged in 94 Concours d’Elegances, in 33 of 



them he has been CCJ and in 18 CJ (among them in 2007 the Ferrari 60th 
Anniversary in Maranello, in 2013 the Lamborghini 50th Anniversary in Bologna, in 
2014 the Maserati 100th Anniversary in Modena). Since 20 years he has been a judge 
in Pebble Beach, where he launched the FIVA Award in 1998 (for the best-preserved 
car on the field). He is a charter member of CJAG (International Chief Judge 
Advisory Group) and a member of the jury of the Peninsula Best of the Best Award. 
He owns a small collection of cars and enjoys collecting books, magazine, photos, 
which he can use for doing his research and the other automobilia in his studio. 
 
 

3. Mr. James Wood 
United Kingdom 
 
James Wood has over thirty years’ experience and has raced cars since 1990. He is a 
Motorsport consultant and a full-time driver full time since 2002. His work includes 
contemporary and historic cars of all types. He has worked with manufacturers, 
teams, owners, restorers plus media, sponsors and event organizers, ranging from 
F1, Le Mans to historic cars, he has also been involved with Cranfield University’s 
Advanced Motorsport Engineering (postgraduate). 
He has driven over two hundred different models of car on over eighty circuits 
worldwide and covered hundreds of thousands of miles in cars of all types. The first 
car he drove by himself was a Mini when he was eight. He first drove on the famous 
Nürburgring circuit, in a Maserati Khamsin, at the age of twelve, and first drove at 
100mph in a 1932 Invicta "Low Chassis", at the age of fourteen. 
His father has had and used interesting cars since the late 1950s including Maseratis, 
Alfa Romeos, Jaguar D-Type, Abarth 2 liter, FIAT 8V, Lancia B20, Invictas, Mercedes 
300SL Lightweight and Ford GT40. He grew up going to racing circuits, workshops, 
factories and friends' private collections as well as having cars at home. He helped 
prepare and maintain cars for racing and road use. He always enjoyed discussing 
cars, design, and engineering and read automotive books almost every day. 
He has raced cars for over 26 years and worked on test and development of cars of 
all eras, including new technologies, where details and accuracy are the keys to 
success. 
 
 

4. Mrs. Quirina Louwman 
United Kingdom 
 
Ms. Quirina Louwman inherited her love for classic cars from her father, Evert 
Louwman, who has been very involved with cars all of his life. Her father’s biggest 
passion is in early cars (vintage and veteran) but the family has cars of all ages up to 
the current day so she has great interest and experience in all periods. 
Post her MBA, she studied Interior Design at KLC (London) before completing 
Christie’s’ one year course, to understand the art world and business and is involved 
in the Louwman Museum, which is one of the most extensive automotive museums 
in the world, as well as some family businesses. 



She has been a judge at Chantilly, since its inception in 2014 and has been a judge at 
Zoute Concours d’Elegance, 2016. She is also a regular attendee and participant at 
various Concours events around the world for many years, including Pebble Beach 
and Quail Lodge. 
The first car she displayed at an event was a 1903 Model A Ford, on the London to 
Brighton Veteran Car Run. She has competed in events such as Le Mans Classic 
(Lotus 15), Monte Carlo Rallye Historique (Alfa Sprint GT), Silverstone Classic, Spa-
Francorchamps 6 Hour meeting and Goodwood Revival.  She is lucky to have driven 
a number of family cars (Jaguar D-Type, Aston Martin DB3, Maserati 4CM, Alfa 
Romeo 8C Le Mans, Darracq “Genevieve”)  and have driven in the Mille Miglia and 
Goodwood Festival of Speed each seventeen times and the London-Brighton Veteran 
Run twenty times using family cars (Louwman Museum).   
 
 

5. Mr. Jeremy Jackson Sytner 
London, United Kingdom 
 
Having studied design at the world famous St Martins School of Art, he went 
straight into the wonderful world of creative advertising. After working for a 
number of leading London agencies he set up Conran Advertising with Sir Terence 
Conran and subsequently his own agency, the Good Agency, specializing in the 
highly competitive not-for-profit sector.  
In 1985 Jeremy created an annual London to Monte Carlo luxury madcap motoring 
adventure – ‘The Grand Tour’, which is still running and is as successful as ever, 
over 32 years later. 
In 2012, Jeremy founded the Concours of Elegance, UK’s first internationally 
renowned concours d’elegance. Such was the spectacle of that first event at Windsor 
Castle, one seasoned concours goer described it as “the best concours he had ever 
been to—by far!” In its first year, the event won ‘Best Historic Motoring Event’ at the 
prestigious International Historic Motoring Awards in London, and Jeremy was 
awarded a Personal Achievement Award. 
In 2015 Jeremy picked up the ‘Best Tour’ award for the Highland Tour at the 
International Historic Motoring Awards. 
When not driving across France and Spain organizing car tours, Jeremy spends his 
time as the Curator of the Concours of Elegance visiting car events around the 
world, meeting collectors and hunting down wonderful cars. Jeremy works as a 
consultant to a number of people and organizations in the historic car world, and is 
beyond all an ‘ideasman’—as Albert Einstein said: “creativity is intelligence having 
fun”. 
 
 

6. Mr. Mathias Benjamin Doutreleau 
Givrins, Switzerland 
 
Born January 6, 1974, in Paris, France, Mathias Doutreleau is the Founder and 
Chairman of the Concours d’Elegance Suisse. He began his career in the field of 



event marketing and automobile in 1996, creating unique events for high net-worth 
automobile collectors. He developed private rallies in Europe and collaborated in 
various motorsports and lifestyle events. After his graduation in Law, Mathias 
enhanced his credentials with a Master of Art in Integrated Marketing and 
Communication from Emerson College in Boston, MA. 
Subsequently, Mathias was hired by the Hong Kong & Shanghai Hotels Ltd., owner 
operators of The Peninsula Hotels, where he successfully developed special events 
and in particular a world-class automobile Concours d’Elegance called The Quail, a 
Motorsports Gathering.  
Mathias launched and directed The Quail, A Motorsports Gathering, bringing it to 
financial profitability in three years of its inception whilst the event remained sold 
out from 2005 onwards. Mathias founded Project Automobile Consultants in 2009, 
specializing in classic car events and focusing on the development of luxury 
automobile events in Europe and the United Arab Emirates. His latest projects 
include private rallies in Europe, a project to develop a private gentlemen driver’s 
luxury resort, and the revival of one of Europe’s oldest Concours d’Elegance, the 
Concours d’Elegance Suisse. 
The Concours d’Elegance Suisse is one of only three European Concours to adopt the 
rigorous judging standards established by the International Chief Judge Advisory 
Group founded by Ed Gilbertson (Honorary Chief Judge at the Pebble Beach 
Concours).  
 
 

7. Mr. Matthew Lorne Stone (Matt Stone) 
California, USA 
 
Matt Stone is an accomplished automotive author & photographer. He has served on 
the board of the Motor Press Guide and has authored and photographed 11 books, 
the latest being “My First Car,” a collection of stories from numerous car people. He 
is a past member of Speed televisions’ Barrett-Jackson broadcast team and has 
worked in numerous assignments at Peterson Publishing Co, including editorship of 
Motor Trend and Motor Trend Classic magazines. 
Mario Andretti, one of the most accomplished racing drivers, is among the great 
heroes in his life, automotive, and otherwise. In his capacity as an automotive 
magazine editor, he wanted to do a story with Mr. Andretti, who owns a winery in 
the Napa Valley in California. So, Mr. Stone, gathered a Mercedes-Benz SL55 AMG, 
an Aston-Martin DB9 Volante, a BMW Z8, and a Ferrari 360 Spider, at his Andretti 
Estates Winery in Napa to meet up with him and drive the cars. The excitement and 
joy of riding in the passenger seat, next to this gifted champion were an 
unforgettable motoring experience for Matt Stone. 
Another one of his great automotive memories involves driving the Cobra, 
“CSX2000” - the grandfather of the Daytona Cobra Coupes that won class victories 
at Le Mans, and the only American car to date to win the FIA’s GT world 
championship. A memorable drive on a hot summer day, in a historic car that 
represented the best ideas of his friend, Carroll Shelby, and his generous gesture in 
putting him at its hallowed steering wheel. 



 
 

8. Mr. Wolfgang Blaube 
Hamburg, Germany 
 
Wolfgang Blaube, a very famous German Motor Journalist and a crackerjack in 
vintage Automobile and motorization. Before becoming the expert of motor 
journalism, he worked at various retailers for sports cars, racing cars and classic cars 
in Hamburg, Munich, and Los Angeles, mainly as a buyer and also as a writer for 
various publishing houses. Co-author of European car books, his first assignments 
were as a member of Concours d'Elegance jury & as a contributor for several US car 
magazines such as Porsche magazine ‘Excellence’. He also published his first book 
‘German Auto Icons’ together with famous Swiss automotive photographer Michel 
Zumbrunn. 
President of the "Automobilhistorische Gesellschaft", the association of automobile 
historians of Germany; member of the automotive culture committee in the federal 
parliament of Germany. Wolfgang is known for working on 31 classic car magazines 
in 14 countries and for the historical departments of several automobile 
manufacturers such as BMW, a commentator in classic car TV shows, publisher for 
specialist books about automotive history, and recognized expert for post-WW II 
automotive history of Germany, Italy, Great Britain and the USA. Along with being 
an automobile expert, he is also an avid author and a passionate photographer. 
 
 

9. Mr. Patrick Peter 
Paris, France 
 
Patrick Peter created Peter Auto, in 1982, a subsidiary of Peter & Associés, a P.R 
company born in 1978. Peter Auto is dedicated to historic motor racing which very 
first event was the Grand Prix de l'Age d'Or Lanvin at the Montlhery circuit. Major 
creations are multi-awarded Tour Auto in 1992, the Le Mans Classic in 2002 and the 
Chantilly Arts & Elegance Richard Mille concours in 2014. In between, the launch of 
series such as successful CER, Sixties' Endurance series. Patrick Peter has also 
initiated modern series: the BPR (1994) that organized the first motor racing event 
ever in the PRC and with the Automobile Club de l’Ouest, the Le Mans Series (2004) 
which is now the current WEC (FIA World Endurance Championship).Peter Auto is 
certainly one of the most renowned vintage car events company worldwide. 
Like any boy at that period, his wish was to become a (racing) driver, though, at that 
time, he had no actual interest in classic cars. Nevertheless, he spent a lot of time to 
restore a Peugeot 201. As a teenager, he was a BMW fan. In 2014, he was appointed 
as the Head of Chantilly Arts & Elegance Richard Mille’s Committee and has 
previously been a judge at the former “Bagatelle” Concours in the early ‘2000s in 
Paris and once in Kuwait. Patrick Peter is more of a collector than a restorer and is a 
great fan of pre-war cars.  
 
 



 
 

10. Mr. Paul Anthony Wood  
Essex, England    
 
Paul Wood is a car and aircraft enthusiasts from a very early age. His father bought 
an Austin 8 when he & his twin brother Andrew Wood, were 8 years old. They used 
to clean it for pocket money. Their father was a great Rolls-Royce enthusiast 
although could never afford one. At the age of 14 years, they purchased an Austin 7 
for £15. To earn money for it, they chopped firewood and went around housing 
estates selling the firewood.  An uncle offered to re-paint it for them if they prepared 
it.  When it was done, the vehicle looked so nice, they started to do other work to it, 
which sparked their interest in restoring cars. 
Andrew was an apprentice of Rolls-Royce motor cars service department in London 
and Paul worked there in the coachwork department. They started their business in 
Rolls-Royce and Bentley in 1967.  Andrew looks after the mechanical and spare parts 
side of the business and Paul focusses on coachworks and sales. Their company now 
has grown to employ over 70 people and they always have more than 100 Rolls-
Royce and Bentley’s in their care for work of all types.  They are Rolls-Royce main 
dealers, Bentley service dealers and Rolls-Royce and Bentley heritage dealers. They 
are the only official dealers who work on the oldest models to the very latest new 
cars. They have always been supporters of the Rolls-Royce Enthusiast Club and 
Bentley Drivers Club.  During the last 40 years, they have helped customers win 
over 200 major Concours competitions.  
 
 

11. Dr. Peter M. Larsen  
Copenhagen, Denmark 
 
Born in 1954, Peter Larsen has been a chronic gearhead all his life. Together with Ben 
Erickson, he is the author of Talbot-Lago Grand Sport: The Car from Paris and 
Jacques Saoutchik, Maître Carrossier. His forthcoming book is titled The Kellner 
Affair, and he is currently working on Joseph Figoni, Le Grand Couturier de la 
Carrosserie Automobile. Peter Larsen has a wide taste in cars, having owned a 
Bizzarrini, Facel-Vega, Duesenberg Model J and a number of Maseratis, including 
two Ghiblis and a 5000GT Allemano. However, his enduring fascination has been 
with French cars in general and Talbot-Lago in particular, including ownership of 
two T26 Grand Sports. Another great interest is coachwork and coach building. The 
great French carrossiers are an unending source of fascinating shapes to study. Peter 
Larsen has worked for many years in the entertainment industry. He is now 
involved in linguistic work and serves as a Pebble Beach class judge. He also judges 
at the Concours d’elegance at Chantilly outside Paris and at Schloss Dyck in 
Germany.  
Peter Larsen lives in Copenhagen and Bangkok and has just completed the 
restoration of a 1971 Stutz split-window coupé by Carrozzeria Padane in Modena; 25 
were built and 14 exist and thus, this has been his most challenging project, as a 



restorer. His debut car was a 1973 Ford Capri 2.6 V6 GT that he bought when he was 
a student. His first Classic was an AC Cobra that he still owns. 
 
 

12. Professor Gordon Murray  
Surrey, England 
 
Born and educated in South Africa, Professor Gordon Murray designed, built and 
raced his own sports car, the IMG ford, in the National Class in SA during 1967 and 
68.  
He joined the Brabham Formula 1 Team as Technical Director in 1969, winning two 
world championships in 17 years there. He joined McLaren Racing as Technical 
Director in 1988, immediately winning three consecutive championships. In 1990, 
Professor Murray helped to establish McLaren Cars Ltd. The Company’s first 
project, the F1 Road Car is still regarded as the world’s best-engineered car.  A 
racing version won two world sports car championships and the Le Mans 24-hour 
race on its first attempt in 1995.  McLaren Cars then completed several other 
successful projects culminating with the Mercedes-Benz SLR McLaren programme. 
In July 2007, Gordon Murray design was established to develop innovative & 
disruptive automotive manufacturing technology, trademark iStream and Gordon 
Murray Design is currently working on multiple iStream® projects. 
A racer at heart, Professor Murray grew up, seeing car races from the early age of 6; 
he’s had a straight connect with sports cars. The first car that he owned was a 1956 
Hillman Minx. Out of all the timeless beauties, early Lotus cars are his personal 
favourite and he has recently added a 1958 Lotus 11 to his collection. 
He has been devoted to notable international automotive events that include, 
Goodwood (UK), Pebble Beach (USA), Chantilly (France) & Cartier (India). 
 
 

13. Mr. Shinichi Ekko 
Tokyo, Japan 
 
Founder and chairman of MASERATI CLUB OF JAPAN-officially recognized 
organization by Maserati S.p.A Journalist, many serial articles on Japan and Korea 
magazines, Car and other lifestyle categories. He has authored several books, 
“Giorgetto Giugiaro”, “Branding of the legend”, “Maserati Complete Guide” and is 
recognized by Maserati fans around the world. His long-term work with Italian car 
makers, importers, car magazines and Japanese car critics has been synergistic; 
leading to confident, deep knowledge and understanding of the high-performance 
car world and owners – current and potential. 
At the mere age of 4, he recognized most of the cars by their exhaust note. He later 
purchased Porsche 911, and met very good mechanic and frequently visited the 
service factory where the mechanic worked; the mechanic was also very famous 
restorer and Mr. Ekko was inspired by him and wanted to learn the art of restoring 
vintage cars. Mr. Ekko officiates the Maserati Centennial Concours d’elegance 
(Torino Italy), Tokyo International Motor Show, Tokyo Auto Sallon and the Registro 



Maserati international meeting. 
His debut car was a VW GOLF –first generation. The brand history, especially the 
enthusiasm of marque’s founder, drives his passion for cars. Design novelty of a car 
is what attracts him the most. He is both a restorer and a collector and previously 
when there were very few Maserati cars in Japan, he tried to look for and import 
most of Maserati models from A6 series to one-off models to Japan, and also 
introduced worthy parts suppliers to Japan. 
 
 

14. Mr. Alexis Delicourt 
Wasquehal, France 
 
Expert international automotive, certified and specializes in collection and prestige 
cars. 
Coming from a family of collectors with Grandfather Auguste Delicourt who was a 
pioneer of Northern France in the 50s, Alexis Delicourt, got a strong experience of 18 
years’ and under the leadership of Christian Huet (Expert International in 
Automobiles of Collection), has decided to dedicate himself exclusively to his 
passion for collection & prestige cars. 
Chairman of the board of vintage Cars Collection of A.N.E.A. He is also Member of 
the French Federation of Vehicles and has the European Expert Authorization. He 
can be met each month in the French major automobile magazine Sport Auto in his 
columns about classic prestige cars index. (Ferrari, Porsche, Bugatti ...). 
 
 

15. Mr. Francois Melcion 
Paris, France 
 
Francois Melcion, Director of Retromobile the famous Paris show has spent 37 years 
in the organization of this event. He also was for two years Director of the Artcurial 
automobile department. Judge at Pebble Beach, Louis Vuitton classic awards and Le 
Mans heritage he is also Vice President of the French Bugatti club. He started 
collecting cars when he was 15 years old. Enthusiast from Brass Era to Postwar cars. 
He is the organizer of Retromobile Salon which is a major international event in 
Paris, devoted to classic cars. The event is a platform to admire new and old 
products at the countless booths. More artists, more clubs, more federations, more 
spare parts and scale model vendors, more events organizers’, more restorers, 
coachbuilders and car sellers doing their level best to satisfy visitors from the four 
corners of the world. And there are even more surprises that only this show can 
offer. Heritage and history meet at Retromobile. 
 
 

16. Mr. Laurent Alexis Heriou 
General Director of the French Federation of Vintage Vehicles  
France 
What pleases Laurent Hériou in the automobile is its ability to alert all of our senses. 
A breathtaking line, a reassuring or ripping engine sound, a comfortable to the touch 



leather scented interior or Spartan with the scent of castor oil... For him, an 
automobile is multi-sensory, the result of a combination of skills and magic which 
happens when a model, marking its time in the wide, sporting or prestigious sense, 
is created. It is also guessing a market, with a conception and a design that will be a 
reference in a segment, a time, and mark the collective memory.  
Replacing a car in its context, imagining it on the stand of a first motor show, or in 
traffic among its contemporaries, helps to understand its place in history. Last but 
not least, the -unique- sense is the pleasure of driving, the extra dimension that a 
painting, a photo or a sculpture will never have. It is therefore not surprising that, 
after managing the CIA Pantin Car Exhibitions, co-founding Artist’ Auto of which 
he is still President of Honour, and organizing the Brussels Retro Festival, he is 
named the General Director of the French Federation of Vintage Vehicles 
Under the aegis of Mr. Laurent Heriou, the FFVE acts as a positioning between the 
administration and collectors, that aims to defend old vehicles which still represent a 
true cultural heritage and a real industrial memory. The FFVE promotes these 
vehicles, to preserve them, to facilitate their restoration in respect of authenticity and 
finally to allow them to ride, and thus to continue to live. 
 
 

17. Mr. James Arthur John Nicholls 
Australia 
 
James Nicholls has held various senior positions around the world including being a 
Member of the Executive Board of the LTA, European Director of Communications 
for the ATP Tennis Tour, Vice President Asia Pacific for Getty Images, the leading 
creator and distributor of still imagery and communication tools, and the 
International Marketing Director for Allpsort Photographic. He has also been Senior 
Account Director in a leading PR Agency as well as a Sailing Instructor in the Greek 
Islands and a Professional Cricketer and Coach (in which he still dabbles) and 
worked in an official capacity at eight Olympic Summer and Winter Games. 
He holds a Master’s Degree in ‘Literature, Arts and the Mass Media’ from Bristol 
University. He is a member of ASDEC and a Delegate for the Riva Historical Society. 
A qualified General Purpose Deck Hand, ski-boat driver, he holds a Marine Radio 
Operator’s Certificate of Proficiency and has passed the NSW Maritime Coxswain 
and Marine Engine Driver Grade 3 awards. 
Having traveled the world and held senior management positions in the media, 
sports business, marketing, and p.r, James now concentrates his efforts on projects of 
personal interest. Utilizing his experience and expertise he divides his time in 
writing on a variety of topics including classic cars, boats, travel, design, fashion, 
architecture, and sport for leading international magazines and periodicals. He is 
also involved in an increasing capacity as a television presenter; is a tertiary 
education lecturer and is involved in the auction and sale of important classic cars, 
as well as being an expert in media and public relations. 
 
 
 



18. Mr. Claus Müller 
Germany 
 
Mr. Muller started into the classic car hobby as a professional, in the year1985. 
“Pioneering” work as an event organizer of swap meets, classic car fairs/Expos, 
classic car Rallies, Special Interest Tours, freelance author & photographer for 
several classic car magazines (print and online), author/photographer/publisher of 
books (travel, children), international classic car consultant - “World Automobilist” 
He started driving on Motorcycles when 15 years old. Worked his way back from 
new bikes, via an older BMW café racer, to a 1959 Ducati 200 Elite, which started it 
all and Mr. Muller developed a personal connection to cars/racing 
His first car was a VW Beetle 1302 which he inherited from his late Grandfather. His 
first classic car was a 1962 Opel Olympia Rekord P2, soon followed by a 1975 
Chevrolet Camaro, a 1980 Corvette and then a 1954 Corvette. What he likes the best 
today are American prewar cars from the 1920s/30s and some 1950s/60s sports/race 
cars. He has been traveling the world for automotive events since more than 20 
years. His favorite events so far are the Retromobile/Paris and the Pebble Beach 
Concours d’Elegance, but he especially likes “exotic” events which need traveling to 
foreign countries like a classic car rally in Iran or the Concours events in Doha, 
Dubai or – of course – the 21 Gun Salute in New Delhi/India. The pioneering spirit 
which still lives in old cars fascinates him. He strongly believes, driving old cars is 
also a way to celebrate traditions. 
 


